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New Russian contract

Fluid Dynamics have won a contract to supply its MagCAT non chemical
hard water scale prevention systems to the giant Russian steelworks,
Chelyabinsk Metallurgical Plant in the Urals.

Chelyabinsk Metallurgical Plant is part of the Mechel Group an
international metal and mining company quoted on the
stockmarket that has net revenues of $7 billion

This is the second order for Fluid Dynamics Green technology products
in Russia and follows on the successful use of the Company's MagCAT
technology in Gazprom's plant in Cherepovets protecting service water
and hot water heaters from Scaling.. Gazprom is the State owned gas
supply utility for Russia and is one of the world’s largest energy
companies

Fluid Dynamics products are being increasingly used in the metal
processing industry, Gestamp a metal stamping business has now
ordered 8 of the Company's Colloid-A-Tron Catalytic units for protection
of compressor cooling systems this year, the latest order received in
October for the Company's Cordoba plant in Argentina.

Pictured here 3” Colloid-A-Tron units
protecting cooling circuits in Gestamp Argentina



New Distributors appointed

Fluid Dynamics has appointed two new distributors in October.

In the Philippines

BJ Marthel International Inc.- A supplier of ultrafiltration equipment has
already submitted quotations for Colloid-A-Tron units to two of the Philippine
water authorities  which are suffering from severe scaling of ultrafiltration
Membranes.

BJ Marthel are also main distributors for CASE earthmoving equipment and
Nigata Diesel generation sets

In Egypt in and North Africa

The SCIS group is a specailst maintenance support company with offices in
Dubai, Cairo, Tunisia and a new office now opening in Libya .. the Company
is a recognised supplier of industrial solutions with 80 employees turning over
some $50 million a year

New Specifications

Fluid Dynamics Scaletron units have been specified for a 50 storey residential
block being built in London . The First phase of the top five floors will be
penthouses selling at in excess of £5million ($8million) each and each will be
fitted with Scaletrons


